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Introduction to this guide This publication was or iginally wr itten by Matthew LeRoux of
CCE Tompkins County for fruit and vegetable growers. The guide was adapted for maple
producers by Stephen Childs with the Cornell Maple Program. Much of the information applies
equally to both and some of the details may still use the earlier examples.
Market channel selection is as important as production decisions for maple producers. This
publication is a decision-making aid for new farmers and for those considering marketing
through a new channel. The guide focuses on describing the marketing of maple; however,
many of the principles apply to the marketing of other agricultural products including:
vegetables, fruit, cut flowers, meats, honey, and dairy products. While generalizations are made
about the channels, exact details are subject to conditions with individual farms, their location,
potential customer base size, and other factors.
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Edited for maple production by Stephen Childs, New York State Maple Specialist, Cornell
Maple Program
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Monika Roth, Ag Development and Marketing Specialist, South Central NY Agriculture
Program
Todd Schmit, Assistant Professor, Department of Applied Economics and Management,
Cornell University
Design & Layout:
Matt LeRoux, Sandy Repp, and Laura Friend
This guide was produced with funding from the New York Farm Viability Institute.

Copyright 2010, Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County.
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INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING CHANNELS
Marketing channels are divided into two broad groups, direct and wholesale. These
terms are often used inconsistently, however, the definitions used in this guide are below.

Wholesale Marketing: Selling a product to a buyer who is

DEFINITION:

not the ultimate end user.

Direct Marketing: Selling a product directly to the end user.

Direct

faced with a dilemma: they
can move large volumes of
product through
High
Low
Volume
wholesalers at relatively
lower prices or seek higher
prices in direct market
channels and run the risk
High
Product handling
Low
of unsold product. Figure
1 is an illustration of the
Figure 1: Generalizations about Wholesale and Direct
typical characteristics of
Marketing Channels.
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Wholesale

The size and scale of a maple operation, number of years of operator experience, the
demographics of the surrounding region, and the preferences of the maple producer will
determine which channels are best suited to the maple operation. A beginning producer may
choose to start out using direct channels, such as a farmers’ market; however, depending on a
farm’s business model, packing fewer product choices on a large scale for high volume buyers
may be preferred. Understanding each channel, its benefits, requirements and limitations is an
important starting point for
channel selection. It is
Low
High
Crop Diversity
also important to know the
volume of production
required and average
prices paid in order to
Low
High
Customer Interaction
assess the potential returns
of a channel.
In marketing channel
Low
High
selection, producers are
Price

MARKETING CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
How to evaluate marketing channels
Choosing the right mix of marketing channels includes consideration of many factors,
including sales volume, risk, lifestyle preference and stress aversion, labor requirements, and
channel-specific costs. Below is a description of each of the factors that contribute to a
channel’s “performance.” The importance assigned to each of these factors is unique to the
individual farm. Additionally, the nature of short shelf life products, along with the risks and
potential sales volumes of particular channels, requires combining different channels to
maximize gross sales in order to sell everything in a timely and profitable fashion. Appendix 1
summarizes the major characteristics to consider when evaluating alternative marketing

CHECK
IT
OUT!

Evaluating Marketing Channel: Options for SmallScale Fruit and Vegetable Producers: Case Study
Evidence from Central NY. See the full study online:

http://aem.cornell.edu/outreach/extensionpdf/2009/Cornell_AEM_eb0903.pdf
constant challenge is finding outlets for the

Sales Volume and Price
With maple syrup and most value added

varying and sometimes unexpected harvest

products there is a minimum that can be

volumes, “Even though our retail markets are

made or packaged with reasonable

relatively stable year to year for volume we

efficiency. The volume that can be sold

will definitely produce all of the syrup we

through a given channel has an impact on

can in a given season, then find a way to sell

profitability as combined with that volume in

it”.

your operation. The shorter the shelf life of a

Optimizing sales requires the flexibility

product, the more important it is to have a

of combining different channels capable of

channel that can absorb the volume produced

absorbing unpredictable volumes. In

as quickly as possible. As such, a channel’s

general, wholesale distributors and retailers

risk and potential volume are closely

can be counted on to buy large quantities at

associated. With syrup, farmers are

once. Usually there has been a readily

challenged to balance the lean years and the

available bulk market but this does not

plenty when selling through different

translate into more income. The volume that

channels. As one farmer described, the

can be sold through other direct channels
8

Table 1: Comparison of price and volume for pints of syrup in direct and wholesale channels.
Price/Pint paid Pints
Total
producer
sold
Gross
Farmers' Market
$12.25
9 $110.25
Grocery Store
$8.25
45 $371.25

such as from the home, farm stands, and

quantities and prices paid for pints of maple

farmers’ markets depends on weather,

syrup in both a direct and wholesale

location, advertising, drive-by traffic, and

marketing channel. Despite lower prices,

population size. Volume for these channels

high volume channels offer the benefit of

is more dependent on weather, customer

increased efficiency for selling, canning and

numbers and location than wholesale

packaging labor. For example, wholesale

channels.

buyers make large purchases in as little as a

The general tradeoff between relatively

five-minute phone call once a relationship is

high and low-volume marketing channels is

established.

1

Number of Product Choices
5
10
15
20

25

price. Table 1 gives an example of the

Figure 2: Direct and/or wholesale channels are the best marketing choice depending on
the number of products and scale of production. (Figure is an estimation varying with
each operation).
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Risks and Lifestyle Preferences

allows customers on the farm are injuries,

In addition to regular production risks

property damage, litter, and other problems.

such as weather and pests, each marketing

In a survey conducted with Central New

channel offers a set of risks to the producer.

York vegetable farms (results shown in

Marketing risk comes in many forms,

Table 2), farmers were asked what they felt

including market demand for a product,

were the primary risks with each channel.

price, competitors, failure to offer a diverse

The responses are categorized into seven

selection, and low volume sales. Additional

basic challenges: low volume sales, high

risks include the possibility of low customer

labor and marketing costs, the ability to

turnout due to weather, such as at home

provide product of consistent quantity and

farmers’ markets, or farm stand resulting in

quality, buyer failure to fulfill commitments,

unsold products. Risks for any channel that

competition, unpredictable customer turnout,
and low price risk.

Table 2: Frequency of Mentions for Risks and Challenges associated with Marketing
Channels, from survey of fourteen Central New York fruit and vegetable producers.
Risk or Challenge
Low sales volume, unsold
produce

CSA

U-pick

Farm
Stand

1

High labor and other
marketing costs
Ability to provide quality
& quantity consistently

3
2

1

Market competition

Farmers’
Market

Restaurant

Distributor

Grocery/
Retail

3

1

7

2

5

2

2

2

1

2

1

Unpredictable customer
turnout

2

2

1

2

Low prices & profits
Buyer back-out, failure to
fulfill commitments
Other

1
1

1

1
10

4

1

1

1

1

1

The two main reasons given for avoiding

As expected, questions about direct

a particular marketing channel were lifestyle

marketing channels, except for CSA,

preferences and stress aversion. Wholesale

provoked concerns over customer turn out.

channels tend to create stress because they

Factors such as weather, location, and the

require higher levels of preparation (e.g., ,

availability of parking are all risks when

grading, packing, and delivery), product

direct marketing.

specifications, and volume commitments.

The most frequently cited concern

Distributors were also perceived to be very

regarding all marketing channels was high

demanding, where producers must accept

labor and marketing costs. Among the direct

dictated prices, deadlines, and delivery

channels, “high marketing costs” was most

logistics. Alternatively, direct marketing

frequently mentioned for farmers’ markets

channels were perceived as ones that

because they tend to be labor intensive and

imposed relatively low levels of stress on

carry additional marketing costs, such as

producers. This was particularly mentioned

market fees, advertising, and travel. Sales to

with the CSA (Consumer Supported

distributors were cited as having the highest

Agriculture) channel where customers share

marketing costs. Respondents mentioned a

the risks and may have lower expectations in

high level of labor needed to solve the

terms of washing, sorting and packaging.

“logistical headaches” of delivery, the high

Currently very few maple producers use a

level of quality control work, and the added

CSA approach to marketing.

“time and energy for good service” when

Labor Requirements

stand, and home sales generally require a

In general, wholesale channels require

high degree of customer interaction and are

more labor devoted to canning, packaging,

channels that reward a tidy appearance and

and packing due to the high volume of

welcoming display. Of course, farm stands

product marketed while direct channels tend

and home sales can be conducted using

to require higher levels of sales time and

honor system payment, but some minimal

customer interaction.

level of customer interaction is inevitable.

While many farmers enjoy customer

CSAs require customer interaction during

interaction and feedback, some prefer not to

weekly pick-up times, however, CSAs also

deal with customers. Farmers’ market, farm

may have newsletters or email updates for
11

their members. Community Supported

relationship is established with a wholesale

Agriculture sales, though done off-season,

buyer, sales calls take less time. Wholesale

require customer interaction as well.

accounts allow more anonymity; however,

Wholesale customers require less

promotion in the form of cases of free

customer interaction, except when discussing

sample product is common.

orders or making deliveries. Once a

Other Channel-Specific Costs

operations decide on their optimal marketing

While some operational costs are

channel mix. A list of associated costs by

common among all marketing channels

marketing channel is summarized in Table 3.

(utilities, equipment, insurance, licenses and

Regardless of market channel maple

certifications, vehicles, and buildings etc.),

syrup should be stored in stainless steel

each channel has costs and requirements that

barrels until packaged into the consumer

are specific to that channel. Due to the

sized containers. Storing in galvanized or

potential for large variations in the scale of

plastic containers often results in loss of

sales through each channel, and the

grade and the potential for off flavors.

In a retail setting boxes used to transport
syrup and other maple products can be used
over and over again or even be wood or
plastic which become part of the retail
display. In contrast, with wholesale
channels, the container is lost into the supply
Illustration 1:Stainless steel barrels should
be the storage of choice for maple syrup.

chain, so cardboard boxes are used, adding

operator’s chosen level of marketing

other marketing supplies are purchased,

management and staffing, it is difficult to

including quart and pint containers, plastic

compare the channels in regard to these costs

bags, twist ties, and rubber bands. These

in this guide. However, associated costs

supplies are usually purchased in large

should be considered when individual

quantities once or twice per year.

cost. In addition to boxes, an assortment of

12

Table 3: A sample of the costs commonly associated with different marketing channels.
Farmers’
Market

CSA

U-Pick

Farm
Stand

Reusable plastic crates

R

X

O

R

R

Single use boxes

O

O

O

O

X

Packaging Materials

X

O

NA

R

X

Customer shopping bags

X

O

X

X

NA

Farm sign (s)

X

X

X

X

NA

Building/Tents, tables,
tablecloth, chairs

X

X

X

X

X

Cash register/box,
scale, calculator

X

NA

X

X

NA

Pricing signs

X

NA

X

X

NA

Market fees

X

NA

NA

NA

NA

Brochures & flyers

O

R

R

O

O

Advertising

NA

R

R

O

NA

Transport/Delivery

X

NA

NA

NA

X

Washing & sorting
equipment

O

O

NA

O

R

Wholesale: Restaurant,
Grocery, & Distributor

KEY: X = Necessary R = Recommended O = Optional NA = Not applicable
Some costs specific to farmers’ markets

market is that the advertising is done by the

are membership fees and daily market fees.

market. Individual farms can still advertise,

In addition, a tent, along with tables, a scale,

but maintaining a high level of product

shopping bags, and signage with the farm’s

quality and variety to attract customers to

name and prices are all common supplies and

their booth is a must.

equipment needed for most markets. Also,

CSAs require advertising, generally

brochures, business cards and other point-of-

through a combination of brochures, print

purchase materials may be used to promote

ads, websites, and signage. Presence at a

sales. A benefit of membership in a farmers’

farmers’ market and word of mouth are also
13

useful ways to sell memberships. CSAs

and staff. The choice of whether or not to

require a high level of organization and

staff a stand or from the home sales will have

administration to sell memberships, as well

a large impact on the operation’s

as needing a suitable location for member

profitability.

share pick-up.

Wholesale channels involve significantly

The home and farm stand channels have

fewer associated costs. While the number of

varying levels of associated costs depending

these costs may be fewer, the level of these

on the scale of the operation and the

costs can be high. Fuel costs for delivery,

marketing skills of the operator. Some

refrigerated equipment, training and

stands involve a simple, inexpensive tent and

certifications for food safety, packaging, bar

table set-up, with one roadside sign at the

coding, boxing and equipment for making

location and a cashbox for money. Larger

value added products are all anticipated costs

operations may include specialized buildings,

for the producer selling wholesale.

walk-in storage coolers, refrigerated display
cases and tables, a cash register, bags, boxes

5 Keys to Marketing Channel Decision Making
Value Your Time

As a farmer & business owner, you should place a value on your
own time when evaluating marketing channel opportunities.

Keep Records!

Take the time to keep records, even if only for “snapshot” periods,
so you can make informed decisions about your business.

Use the 6 Factors of
Performance

Evaluate a channel for its: Weekly sales volume, profit, labor
requirement, risk, associated costs, and lifestyle compatibility.

Rank & Compare

Rank each channel for each performance factor (give a “1” to the
best), add them up, & the channel with the lowest total is the best!

Multiple Channel
Strategies

Combine channels to maximize sales. Have at least one “steady”
channel and one that is flexible in its volume demand.

14

example, Farm #3’s priority is its weekly

Marketing Channel Combination

CSA distribution. Once sufficient produce is
Channel combination strategies allow a

available for CSA members, the farm can

farm to maximize sales and help to reduce

market “extra” products to its farmers’

some risks. Figure 3 illustrates some

market and wholesale customers. In

marketing channel strategies used by real

contrast, Farm #1 first satisfies wholesale

farms allowing them to diversify the sources

orders, then brings surplus product to the

of their income, as well as optimizing sales

direct channels of farm stand and farmers’

of unpredictable levels of harvest. Each farm

market.

has a “steady” marketing channel with a
relatively consistent demand. This channel
represents the farm’s first priority for the
weekly production and delivery. Once that
channel is satisfied, the farm’s other channels
can be supplied with additional product. For

First priority
“Steady” Channels

“extra” produce

Second priority
“Variable” Channels
Farm Stand

Wholesale

Farmers’ Market

CSA

Wholesale

Wholesale

CSA

Farmers’ Market

Figure 3 : Examples of marketing channel combination strategies.
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Wholesale Marketing Channels
Wholesale channels typically require the ability to move large quantities of product quickly,
usually, but not always, at a lower price than through direct channels. Wholesale marketing
channels include selling directly to restaurants and retailers (without the use of a broker or distributor), distributors, produce auctions, processors, and brokers. Selling to processors and food
brokers is not specifically addressed in this guide.

Wholesale Buyer Expectations
Farmers wishing to enter wholesale

with produce distributors revealed that

channels should take the time to learn about

quality, consistency, and proper packing

the expectations and requirements of typical

were the top concerns with product

wholesale buyers. The most common

cleanliness, ripeness, and sorting for size also

expectations and requirements are

mentioned as important.

summarized below. Wholesale customers, in

general, require a high and consistent level of
packaging, grading and packing. Interviews

Wholesale Buyers Expect:
High Quality

Proper packing

Timely delivery

Clean product

Bar coding

Consistency

Communication

Wholesale Buyers May Require:
GAPs certification

Liability Insurance

Vendor permits

Facility Certification

16

Promotional products

Communication is Critical

steady supply. Buyers want to be kept

Wholesale buyers do not like to be

informed of how supply is doing, so that in

surprised. They depend on quality product,

the case of shortage, crop failure, or poor

complete orders, and timely delivery. When

quality, they have time to source a

this is not possible, advance notice can make

replacement. Clear communication done in

all the difference. In fact, wholesale buyers

advance can make the difference between

say that it is more important that a farmer

losing an account with a wholesale buyer,

clearly communicate the quality and quantity

and maintaining a good working relationship.

of product available than it is to maintain a

Illustration 2: Clear communication is key when dealing with wholesale buyers. Here, the
farmer drops off an order and reviews paperwork with a grocer.

Proper Sanitation, Filtering

program which includes farmer education, a

Packing & Food Safety

written food safety plan for each farm, and

Wholesale buyers demand products

third-party inspection for certification. Even

which have been handled in accordance with

in the absence of an official food safety

sanitary practice standards, properly hot

requirement, proper hot packing and filtering

packed and filtered where appropriate.

is necessary for successful wholesaling to

Increasingly, wholesale buyers also require

preserve crop quality and shelf life.

some level of food safety assurance, such as
the national voluntary Good
Agricultural Practices (GAPs)
program. GAPs is a food safety

CHECK
IT
OUT!
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For more information on Good
Agricultural Practices visit:
www.GAPs.cornell.edu

Food safety assurances that farmers should consider:


Educate farm workers about proper hygiene.



Wash and sanitize containers, tables, and packing equipment.



Keep domestic and wild animals away from production and packing areas.

Illustration 3: .

To make high quality syrup and keep it tasting its best:


Shade sap storage from direct sunlight



Process sap as soon as possible



Filter and hot pack all syrup going in barrels and consumer packaging



Store syrup in stainless steel barrels and pack consumer containers as needed



Store all syrup and value added products at steady cool temperatures



Keep all value added maple products out of direct sunlight.



Use only food grade equipment and contact surfaces

CHECK
IT
OUT!

For more information on handling and storage, get
Produce Handling for Direct Marketing, NRAES-51.
Available at www.nraes.org
18

Filtering & Grading & Regulations

Typically, wholesale customers expect

maple products to meet Federal and State Grading Standards for color, clarity, density and
flavor. New grading standards take effect on January 1st, 2015 in New York. Details for good
grading and filtering practices are available primarily in the New York State Maple Syrup
Grading Notebook available through the Cornell Maple Program and in the New York State
Maple Confections Notebook also available through the Cornell Maple Program and on line at
www.cornellmaple.com. The current regulation Manufacture, Distribution and Sale of Maple
Syrup and Sugar Circular 947 is available at both the www.cornellmaple.com website as well as
the website for New York State Agriculture and Markets at: http://www.agriculture.ny.gov/FS/
industry/04circs/maplesyrupansugarCIR947.htm. The new standard will also be available from
these websites. Maple value added products that are not 100% maple are regulated under New
York State Ag and Markets. A food processing permit titled a 20-C license or Home Kitchen
Certification are both described under these same websites. If your site also serves meals
directly to the public then production at your facility would be subject to regulation by your
county Department of Health as a food service establishment.

Packaging
Wholesale customers also expect standard packaging sizes so they can manage inventories
and compare pricing. Grocery, retail, and distributor customers will most likely expect
standardized packing, however, restaurant customers may have more flexibility.

An example of standardized packing requirements:
Grade A is the quality of maple syrup that is suitable for table use and: (1) has

good color;(2) has good flavor and odor;(3) is practically free from defects; and
(4) is practically clear.

CHECK
IT
OUT!

For specific information on industry standards for
packaging maple syrup visit:
http://www.agriculture.ny.gov/FS/industry/04circs/
maplesyrupansugarCIR947.htm.
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Five important steps for successful wholesale relationships
Step 1: Make the Connection
To approach a wholesale buyer, call first and ask with whom you should speak about buying
produce from your farm. Be sure that you talk with the decision maker when negotiating sales.
Once you have identified with whom you should talk, give a brief description of your farm and
products and ask for an appointment to meet them in person and discuss your products. When
you meet with them, bring samples of your products.
Step 2: Define Expectations
Ask buyers about their expectations in terms of delivery, ordering, billing and payment, quality,
size, and volume. Find out what products interest them and how much they need, what they
want the produce/products to look like, and what packaging is desired. Does the buyer require:
bar coding , Good Agricultural Practices (GAPs) certification, liability insurance, vendor
permits, or free cases of promotional products?
Step 3: Establish Schedules
Ask buyers their preferences for how and when they would like to place orders and when they
prefer deliveries. Set up an order schedule (standard day per week) and specify when orders
must be placed so you have time to harvest products before delivery. Ask exactly when and
where to deliver the products, and be sure to follow those instructions. Make it clear that you
need a certain number of hours or days notice for special orders. Be on-time with your
deliveries and supply exactly what you have promised. Reliability is a must!
Step 4: Establish Pricing and Payment
Consider establishing a consistent price throughout the season rather than fluctuating up and
down. Be sure to consider your production and marketing costs (including delivery time and
mileage) when formulating your prices. Make sure that prices and payment terms are clear in
advance; ask about the billing and payment schedule. If the payment terms will not work for
you, discuss possible changes.
Step 5: Partners in Promotion
Help your buyers communicate your local, homegrown quality to their customers. You might
want to provide farm literature for them to distribute to customers. Offer to be available for instore or restaurant appearances. Offer to educate the sales team or other staff about your
products and to take them on a tour of your farm. Show them the freshness of your product and
give them a sense of how things are grown or made.
20

Avoid Common Mistakes!

 Don’t just “show up” when tr ying to win a new customer , call to make an
appointment. Wholesale buyers, whether at a distributor, grocery store, or restaurant are busy
and a “drop in” can ruin an otherwise promising opportunity.
 Communicate, if a cr op falls shor t of expectations, tell the buyer immediately.
Wholesale buyers report that giving them adequate warning is more important than falling
short on an order. If they are aware of your situation in advance, they can seek alternative
sources and still have a good relationship with you. If you leave them short without notice, it
will likely destroy the relationship.
 Know your potential – make realistic projections before you make commitments.

Distributors

Distributors have high expectations for

Distributors are wholesale buyers who

quality, proper packing, and keeping

specialize in managing inventory and

schedules. It is not unusual for distributors

delivery logistics. They carry a broad array

to refuse a load of produce if it is not in

of products, from produce, dairy, meats, and

keeping with their expectations. This high

dry goods to paper and cleaning products.

level of service and risk discourages many

Distributors sell their products to restaurants

small-scale farms from selling to distributors.

and retail stores, as well as to institutional

In fact, surveyed farmers cited distributors as

buyers such as schools, hospitals, and

the most risky and stressful of the wholesale

nursing homes. While sales to distributors

channels, citing the high level of labor

are typically characterized by low prices,

needed, the pressure to deliver quality and

they are able to buy large
volumes of product. In

Snapshot: Distributors

addition, distributors serve

Finger Lakes Organic/Regional Access (FLORA)

the role of sales and delivery,

FLO is an organic produce growers cooperative which wholesales its

which are time consuming

goods and partners with Regional Access for distribution. Regional

for farms distributing on their

Access is a distributor supplying restaurants and stores with foods

own. Distributors usually

made in Central NY as well as specialty foods from other regions.

require that the product be

Regional Access purchases produce directly from farms, and is easier

delivered to their site, though

to work with than large distributors due to their flexible catalogue and

some are willing to pick-up
at the farm.

pricing. On their website, Regional posts what is available and at
what price and their customers order accordingly.

21

quantity in a timely manner, and the risk of

national distribution companies may be less

“buyer back-out” as sources for stress.

small-farm friendly and smaller, regional

“When dealing with distributors, you are

distributors may be more flexible and willing

powerless and it is stressful”, said one farmer

to work with local farms, however both

during an interview. “Distributors call all the

generalizations present exceptions. Some

shots, like price and pick-up time, and

distributors have a sales team and promote

require extra labor for grading, sorting and

sales of your product while others do not, in

packaging.”

which case the farm may still need to engage

Despite the negative perceptions,

customers to create demand for their

distributors are an efficient way for a farm to

products. In addition, distributors are

move large quantities of product to many

increasingly sourcing locally produced foods

wholesale customers. Also, distributors can

in response to requests and pressures from

be an easy “shortcut” to buyers seeking local

their customers.

produce by eliminating barriers such as
vendor permits, insurance requirements,
delivery by refrigerated truck, and others.

Distributors also vary in their buying policies
and business procedures. Large scale,

Snapshot: Distributors
Maines Produce Express
Maines is a high volume produce distributor associated with the
national Maines Paper and Food distributors. Maines is a traditional
distributor, serving restaurants and retail stores with a consistent supply
of produce sold at typical wholesale pricing. Maines has begun to seek
an increasing amount of locally and regionally grown produce to serve
customers that demand local. In order to work with regional farms,
Maines offers to pick produce up at the farm, a nice touch not offered
by many other high volume distributors. In addition, Maines requires
GAPs certification for all farms from which it buys.

22

local products. At a minimum, restaurants

Restaurant Sales
Although wholesale marketing is

typically pay 10% over wholesale for

typically associated with moving products on

standard items, and higher percentages for

a large scale, this is not always the case.

specialty items (those that can not be readily

Restaurants, for example, may require small

found from other wholesale sources).

quantities of products relative to other

Many chefs (especially from high-end

wholesale customers.

restaurants) are looking for fresh, local

In a 2008 study of two 18 acre Central

products to feature in their menus. Develop a

NY produce farms selling directly to

personal relationship with chefs, find out

restaurants, the farms sold to an average of

what they want and grow a wide range of

14 restaurants weekly, with sales averaging

products for them for as long a season as

$86 per restaurant, and some sales as low as

possible. You need to offer clean, high

$17/week/restaurant. However, many

quality products and reliable, timely delivery.

restaurants will pay a premium for quality

SPECIFIC POINTERS:
RESTAURANTS


You will find that chefs are as busy as farmers. Call during the restaurant’s “downtime”
not during mealtime or preparation before meals (avoid 10 am-2 pm for lunch and 4 pm11 pm dinner).



Provide chefs with your farm’s harvest schedule so they can plan their menus around it.



Chefs especially appreciate when orders are delivered per their specific instructions,
such as in the walk-in cooler, on a shelf in the kitchen, etc.



Chefs often move from restaurant to restaurant, so center your business agreement on
the restaurant and not only the chef.



When you make your delivery, make it a habit to speak with the staff as well as the chef
so they can talk knowledgeably to customers about your products.
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Grocery Stores and Food Retailers
Increasingly, food

Snapshot: Grocery & Retail

retailers are interested in
sources of locally/regionally
grown food. Such retailers
vary from farm stands, farm
stores, natural food stores,
independent grocery stores,
and large grocery chains.

Wegmans
Wegmans is a large chain of grocery stores which has a long history of
working with local producers at the individual store level. Wegmans is
open to products from area farms and food producers and uses signage

to draw attention to local specialties. They use a computerized buying
system and use market pricing as a benchmark when buying from local

Many farm stands and

vendors. Relationships are created in the off-season, discussing what

stores do not grow all that

items to grow. Then, during the growing season, stores rely on the

they sell and will seek

electronic procurement system to order from the farm. Wegmans, like

additional local products to

an increasing number of wholesale buyers, requires GAPs certification.

purchase. Generally,
retailers will pay wholesale prices found at

management. Try starting with someone in

regional markets.

the produce department, and ask to whom

you should speak.

Large chain stores each have their own

Food retailers expect local prices to be in

unique methods and requirements for
purchasing. Some purchasing decisions are

line with regional wholesale prices.

made at the local store level, but most require

Understand buyer expectations and prices

approval from regional or central

before agreeing to delivery. Retailers reserve

SPECIFIC POINTERS:
GROCERY & RETAIL


Work your way into a retailer by offering quality and/or hard to find items; then build
up the order by educating buyers about what other products you can supply.



Call before you leave the farm to make a delivery to confirm the order and to ask if
there are any other products they could use.



If you anticipate a shortage, call at least two weeks in advance to warn the store.
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the right to reject a delivered load of produce

customers. Also, they are regular, weekly

based on its quality or if their supply needs

purchasers. A disadvantage is that it can be a

have changed. One advantage of selling to

fickle, price-driven market. A good strategy

food retailers is that you can move more

is to spread your marketing risks by selling

volume to fewer buyers, reducing your

in more than one channel.

marketing labor and “face time” with

Snapshot: Grocery & Retail
GreenStar Cooperative Market
GreenStar is a natural foods cooperative in Ithaca, NY with two stores currently
owned by it’s over 7400 members. GreenStar is committed to local farmers and
producers and gives preferential pricing and placement to local products and
assists producers with developing and marketing their products. GreenStar is
committed to a local economy and ensuring that the relationships between
farmers, producers, shoppers and the co-op are most beneficial to all parties.
GreenStar has a long history of working with local farmers and has developed a
clear and consistent contract system so both parties know what to expect in a
given season. Weekly orders are discussed over the phone or by email. Payment
comes from the store on a net 10 basis. GreenStar carries both organic and
conventional produce. Organic foods require certification.

Institutional & Food Service Buyers

nursing homes, hospitals, and prisons can

There is increasing interest in local foods

purchase products from local farms.

among institutional buyers. The institutional

However, many are part of a buying

food service marketplace is opening to local

consortium, and have a single goal: keeping

producers; however, farmers must be

costs low. Foods served at institutions are

prepared to serve this market that deals in

often pre-prepared or ready to serve, using

high volume and low prices. Schools are

few fresh ingredients.

very interested in local purchasing as a way

Sales to institutions also come with

to increase fresh fruits and vegetables in the

institutional barriers, including regulations,

diets of children. Some schools, colleges,

requirements, and permits that dictate their
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purchasing practices. Their purchases are

may be easier for farmers to deliver to

often made via contracts that specify how the

distributors who meet the requirements for

food is delivered. Many institutions must

selling to institutions. While this approach

follow federal food safety (HACCP)

adds a middleman and reduces returns, it

regulations and require delivery via a

simplifies the marketing process for the farm.

refrigerated truck. Liability insurance is also

Even when working through a distributor,

required, which farmers should have

farms can approach institutional buyers and

regardless of their marketing strategy. It

ask them to request their products.

Produce Auctions

Price is the riskiest aspect of selling

A unique wholesale marketing channel is

through a produce auction. Several factors

the produce auction. Produce auctions are a

including season, volume, produce quality,

highly flexible wholesale channel. Unlike

buyer attendance at the auction, and the

other wholesale channels, auctions will

quantity of competing produce can affect

accept variable quantities of produce,

prices. Aside from price risk, produce

sporadic supplies, as well as variation in

auctions can be a way for a farmer to “move”

quality grade and size. As with other

large quantities of perishable goods quickly

wholesale channels, produce should be

and potentially a way to salvage the loss if a

washed, sorted, and packed in a professional

crop would otherwise go unsold.

manner in order to command the best price.
Farm stand operators are common customers
at produce auctions.
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Direct Marketing Channels
Direct marketing channels include farmers’ markets, seasonal farm stands and farm stores,
from home sales and Community Supported Agriculture (CSA). Some also consider “direct to
restaurant or retailer” as direct marketing however, for the purposes of this document both retail
and restaurant sales are considered wholesale because the farmer is not selling direct to the end
user. Although direct marketing also includes internet and mail order, these channels are not
addressed in this guide. Direct marketing channels generally offer higher prices than wholesale
and may require a greater diversity of products, though usually in smaller quantities. Because
direct marketing involves more producer-customer interaction it consumes more time and
demands customer- oriented skills of the producer.

Farmers’ Markets

“middle man”. However, farmers’ markets

With the growing popularity of “local”

are also labor intensive for producers and

foods, the health and wellness movement, the

usually result in sales volumes which are

surge of organic, natural, and eco-friendly

lower than wholesale. The combination of

foods, and the proliferation of “foodie”

high prices, low volume, and high time

culture, farmers’ markets have seen growth

demands can contribute to relatively low

in popularity. Many consumers and farmers

profits.

believe that farmers’ markets deliver higher
profits to farmers because they eliminate the

Illustration 4: A typical set up for a sales from home display.
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Farmers’ markets do offer benefits

The low barrier to entry in farmers’

beyond simple cash income. For example,

markets is a double-edged sword. Backyard

they provide advertising for the farm’s other

and hobby growers can easily sell there,

channels, including from home sales, CSA,

making the farmers’ market a good channel

farm stand and even wholesale. In addition,

for new farmers. On the negative, the

they offer exposure to area chefs which may

accessibility of this channel to hobby farmers

result in sales to restaurants. The

who may not need to maximize profit may

opportunity to interact face to face with

drive down prices for larger scale “career”

customers provides farmers with direct

growers.

feedback on product demand, quality

Prices vary at farmers’ markets, some

expectations and customer satisfaction,

have a reputation for having high prices,

which helps farmers hone their marketing

others low prices. Visit several markets

skills. Additionally, the opportunity to

before choosing where to sell. Learn about

observe and interact with more experienced

the rules, evaluate customer traffic, products

farmers at farmers’ markets is an ideal

and prices being offered, estimate sales per

setting for a beginning farmer to learn about

vendor and then decide which market will

marketing. Competition at a market helps

meet your product and sales goals. By

farmers identify a niche that works for them.

visiting several times during the season you

A successful farmers’ market vendor will

can also determine if the traffic is steady

grow crops for as long a season as possible in

throughout.

order to have a weekly presence at a market

The potential for waste poses a challenge

or several markets. A diversity of crops is

for producers marketing through the farmers’

generally needed, however, in a busy market,

market. When preparing for a farmers’

single crop producers can also be successful.

market, growers harvest crops in anticipation

For example, fruit producers may come for a

of a high volume sales day, but there is

few weeks only but because they are offering

always the risk of low attendance (and

a high demand product for a short period of

resulting poor sales) due to bad weather or

time, their sales can be significant.

other factors. In studies, such losses have

Additionally, a market is a good place to

been measured or estimated to be as much as

promote sales at their home farm.

20% or more of the produce brought to the
farmers’ market. Another factor that
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contributes to high losses when selling

to consumers and increases sales. However,

through a farmers’ market is the popular

this strategy requires keeping the display

strategy of keeping the sales table stocked

well stocked, even when the market day

with large quantities of produce. “Stack it

draws near to closing. Thus, producers are

high and watch it fly” is a strategy based on

apt to bring more to market than they expect

the assumption that a display of large

to sell, adding costs from the associated

quantities and variety of produce is appealing

production, harvest and prep labor.
such as freshness and variety of the product

Sales on the Farm

must be maintained at a high level. Each of

Farm Stands, Stores and Home Sales

these channels can be managed as staffed,
with a sales representative tending to the

Roadside farm stands and from home
sales operations vary in their requirements

customers, or unstaffed. Whether staffed or

depending on the scale of the operation.

not, a well managed, well stocked home site

Each of the two channels can be managed as

or farm stand brings steady repeat business

intensively or minimally as a producer’s time

while a poorly managed one will not. The

and resources allow. However, to be

sales volume that can be sold through these

successful and profitable, quality factors

channels varies depending on the level of

Illustration 5: A seasonal roadside farm stand.
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drive-by traffic, location, price, and degree of

staff. When considering locations, you can

advertising, as well as other factors such as

research traffic counts on your road or

weather and competition. Such variation in

nearby roads.

sales volume makes these channels

Farm Stands & Stores

appropriate for a wide range in the scale of

Selling farm products at your farm can

production.

involve a simple self-serve stand to a full-

Potential risks and problems with these

scale farm store with multiple departments,

channels include factors that affect customer

as well as a combination of u-pick and maple

turn-out, theft, in the case of honor system

sales. Farm stores bring higher overhead and

payment, and resistance to visiting a

staffing costs which usually means slimmer

stranger’s home in the case of home sales.

margins, however when managed well, stores

For successful on-farm retailing, you

also bring more customers and returns. Self-

must enjoy having people on the farm and in

serve stands are a good way to assess the

your sugarhouse. Some farmers are not

potential draw from drive-by traffic.

comfortable with this level of invasion and

Particularly during the maple season a

the liability risks presented with “people on

roadside sugarhouse can draw a crowd.

the farm”. Building a loyal clientele is the
key to successful on-farm sales and this can

Cooperative Promotion

take many years to build. Incremental
growth based on realistic customer numbers

Maple producers have a long history of

and sales projections must be built into a

cooperative promotion which has

farm retail business plan.

significantly increased retail sales in New

Work to develop a reputation for high

York State. Maple Weekend started with

quality product. Word of mouth is the

just 12 maple producers in the mid-nineties

primary means by which consumers learn

and has grown to over 120 producers across

about local farms. Pay attention to what

the state on two March weekends. Group

customers are looking for and start to build a

promotion includes region wide radio spots,

product line based on what they want. Farm

stories in both major and small town

stands located on a busy road may attract

newspapers, TV advertising and regional

enough customers to generate sales that

brochures. Probably the most effective

warrant investing in improved facilities and

promotion is the maple weekend website
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attracting millions of hits per year. Other cooperative promotions include the maple booth at
the New York State Fair and many county fairs, tractor shows, steam show and a variety of
other public events. To participate in these group promotions one must be a member of the
sponsoring maple associations.
Table 4: “Pro’s” and “Con’s” to consider with on-farm retailing

Pro
Farm Stand &
Farm Store

From Home

Con

Low pressure for crop
availability, consistent supply
compared to wholesale.
 No people in the fields.




Low overhead cost



Potentially high overhead costs.

People stopping by at irregular
house
 Liabilities of people on the farm.


Sales

Pro

Con

Staffed



Delivers a high level of
customer service.



High labor costs.

Unstaffed




Low-overhead
Flexible market




Location is critical.
Potential theft of produce and
cash.
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Community Supported Agriculture

the 1960s in Switzerland and Japan, where

Community Supported Agriculture

consumers interested in safe food and

(CSA) is a marketing channel which, like

farmers seeking stable markets for their

farmers’ markets, has seen a tremendous

crops joined together in economic

surge in popularity in the past 10 years. CSA

partnerships. With a CSA, consumer

operations have experienced a dramatic rise,

members purchase “shares” of the farm’s

expanding from an estimated 60 operations

produce. Shares are purchased before the

in 1990 to approximately 1,100 operations by

growing season begins and in this way, the

2006 according to the USDA Agriculture

risk of crop failure is shared among the

Marketing Service (AMS).

members and the farm owner. Once harvest

CSA has been gaining momentum since

begins, members pick up their share of fresh

its introduction to the US from Europe in the

produce once a week, usually at the farm.

mid-1980s. The CSA concept originated in

Illustration 6: Attractive farm store display.
There are two main types of shares used:

at one CSA, members can each fill one

boxed shares and free-choice shares. While

regular grocery bag with any combination of

definitions vary, free choice shares mean that

available produce. If limited quantities of a

the member can take a variety of produce in

certain crop are available, a sign will note it

the quantities that they choose. For example,

and members will be asked to limit what they
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take. Boxed shares are pre-packed for the

CSA share prices range from as low as

member and the variety and quantity of

$250 for a small share to as high as $600 per

produce in the box is set by the farmer.

season. Depending on the share options

Additionally, farms offering free choice

offered, farmers can plan production to meet

shares ask members not to “split” shares and

the weekly share needs and price according

ask that they only take what their family can

to their costs of production plus margins they

consume in one week.

wish to achieve. Through good

CSA’s require a large variety of crops

and season long
production in order to
supply weekly shares
and satisfy customer
expectations. In
Central NY, most

Maple Producers in the right locations might consider a CSA style arrangement with customers, in partic-

interactions are highly
valued by CSA
customers, so farmers

farmers can assess
whether the price they
charge is covering
their costs. Additional

ular where a variety of value added outlets may be needed
products are included,
if the CSA does not
Or

CSA’s run for 20-22
weeks. Farmer

recordkeeping of yields and labor, CSA

meet the income goals

CSA may want to consider a cooper- or absorb all of the
ative agreement where maple is included in the product mix for mem-

will need to be

bers

farm’s products. A
farmers’ market or
restaurant sales are
compatible channels

customer oriented and

for CSA farmers who

enjoy interacting with

seek full-time income.

their members. Many CSA farms host

The degree of marketing labor through

special events or family days to strengthen

the CSA channel is relatively low since the

the bond between farmer and consumer.

customers are satisfied with lower levels of

A benefit of the CSA channel is that

packaging and washing as compared to other

farmers are paid at the beginning of the

channels. Additional marketing expenses for

season. In this case, they are paid even if a

a CSA include delivery, if offered, and the

crop fails. Customers share the risk and

costs of recruiting and managing members.

enjoy whatever products are available on a

If farmers fail to deliver, customers can be

weekly basis.

dissatisfied and may not join the CSA the
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next season. Retaining customers is a plus

Besides time spent selling memberships,

since it is costly to recruit new customers.

which occurs during the off-season, CSA

Suggested marketing materials for a CSA

requires the coordination of one or two days

include a website, brochure, and possibly a

weekly for members to pick-up their shares.

newsletter. The sales time required for a

Farmers report that a pick-up day entails

CSA is highly variable, but can be relatively

about four hours of “sales time,” spent

small compared to other direct marketing

meeting and directing members as they pick

channels, especially considering the volume

-up their shares.

of produce that can be distributed during one
pick-up time.

IDENTIFYING YOUR MARKETING CHANNEL STRATEGY
Choosing the right channels for your farm
This guide has identified the most important factors to consider when evaluating a
marketing channel and given a brief overview of wholesale and direct marketing channels.
Whether you are a beginning farmer, or an experienced farmer looking to improve your farm’s
marketing, this guide is intended to orient you to marketing channels and aid in decision
making.
In order to select the marketing channels that best suit your farm and your personal
preferences, spend some time brainstorming. Consider which channels are practical in your
area, say within a 10-20 mile radius of your farm’s location. For example, if the farm is in a
very rural location, from home sales may not be a good fit.
Once you identify some marketing channels that interest you, visit other farms or
marketplaces of that type. How are their prices? How many customers are there and what is
the volume of produce being sold? What overhead costs and amount of labor are necessary for
those farms to sell there? When you visit, take notes and try to rank each marketing channel for
your perceptions of how well they fit your goals in terms of: risk, lifestyle preferences, volume
sold, prices and profit, labor required, and associated costs.
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Marketing Channel Assessment Exercise
Using the table below, write in each marketing channel that you currently use and those that
you are considering. Next, rank the channels against each other. A “1” is given to the channel
that is the “best” for each criteria. In other words, a “1” for Price means the highest prices you
receive, a “1” for Risk means the least risky channel. Channels that you feel are equal for a certain criteria get the same score and the next number in the rank is skipped (see Labor Required
for example). In the Total Score column, simply add across for each channel. For Final Rank,
give the channel with the lowest score a “1”, this is the best channel. A blank table is included

in Appendix 2.

Marketing
Volume
Channel

Price

Risk

Labor
Assoc.
Required Costs

Total
Score

Final
Rank

Self-serve
farm stand

1

2

2

1

2

8

1

Farmers’
Market

2

1

2

3

1

9

2

Restaurant

3

2

1

1

2

9

2

EXAMPLE
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Appendix 1 : Major characteristics of marketing channels to consider.
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Appendix 2 : Marketing Channel Assessment Exercise

A rank of “1” is given to the “best”.

Marketing
Volume
Channel

Price

Labor
Assoc.
Required Costs

Risk
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Total
Score

Final
Rank
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Developing Your Maple
Marketing Plan for
Wholesale and Bulk Sales

Stephen Childs, NYS Maple Specialist, Cornell Maple Program

NYS Farm Viability Institute, Cornell
Maple program, Western NY Maple
Producers Association
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A marketing plan is an important part of a comprehensive business plan. Some of the other
aspects of a business plan are listed below. This article will only deal with developing the
marketing plan aspect of the overall business plan. The development of a marketing plan allows the maple producer to evaluate options to determine the most livable and profitable
marketing choices for selling maple products in the wholesale and bulk market. The finished
plan then allows the producer to focus efforts on what has been decided are the most livable
and profitable ways of marketing for the business. For many maple producers who are most
in love with maple production the question seems to be “Now that I’ve made maple syrup
what is the best way for me to sell it?” The approach used in developing the marketing plan
here is that of asking and evaluating some basic marketing questions. Answering the questions through evaluation, marketing research and financial analysis will lead to assembling a
reasonable marketing plan.

Breaking the Marketing Plan down into manageable questions or options
•What if I: Market directly to the consumer at the farm
•What if I: Market directly to the consumer away from the farm
•What if I: Market wholesale in retail packaging
•What if I: Market wholesale bulk
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After a little brainstorming about what major marketing opportunities should be evaluated,
select one and run a fairly simple evaluation using the SWOT approach. Here you make a
listing of how your current business measures up as far as it’s strengths, opportunities, weakness and threats in regards to the marketing area in question. List all of your business areas of
strength for entering the wholesale market, then list areas of weakness. Next list areas of opportunity should you enter this area of marketing that are not currently being utilized . Finally
what are the threats to your business should you begin marketing in this new way. Below is an
example SWOT analysis sheet where the question posed is “Should I wholesale maple syrup
and value added products”. The statements given in the example may or may not be relevant
to your maple enterprise. Use a copy of the blank SWOT sheet available at the end of this article to do an evaluation of a new marketing area for your farm. On studying a completed SWOT
analysis a decision needs to be made. It may simply become obvious that this new marketing
area does not fit you or your business. If so move on to a different question. You may study
the SWOT and decide that you really need more information before you can make the decision
to move forward or not. That additional information usually comes in the form of marketing

EXAMPLE SWOT Analysis Sheet

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Question: Should I wholesale Maple syrup
and value added products away from home?
• WEAKNESSES
STRENGTHS
___
• Limited labor supply for processing large
There are several grocery and specialty
stores within a reasonable distance
A degree of sales knowledge in the family
Basic equipment in-place for start-up
Family members available for delivery
Farm name is already known in the area
OPPORTUNITIES
Know some insiders in out of state chains
Marketing experience from current family
members.
Demand for local products is increasing
Better price than selling bulk
Healthy relative to other treats
No local product currently in area stores

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

orders
Equipment for processing large orders is
limited.
Slotting charges are pretty high
Customers may choose to buy our product
where we only get wholesale value
THREATS
Other local producers already in these
markets.
Bar coding is required by stores
Very nervous about selling to dept. managers
We need more experience with making
quality value added products

Next, answer the question! or
determine the need for additional
market research
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Marketing Research—what is it, ???
Answers the
–Who
–What
–When
–Where
–Why
–How
of your operation, products or potential customers
Provides objective information for building your marketing plan

Marketing Research—where do I get it???
When seeking to enter wholesale markets you can conduct significant market research by yourself.
Market research for selling wholesale involves finding the location and distance to area grocery stores, specialty
stores, farm markets, gas stations, schools, nursing homes, caterers, brokers, maple producers and restaurants.
This research can utilize a variety of resources such as phone book, internet, location finders (Garmin), trade associations, local ad publications, regulators listings (ag and markets regulates grocery, dept. of health regulates restaurants)
Using a search engine on the net can answer many of these questions very efficiently. For example on the example
below simply typing into a search engine “grocery stores in Ithaca” I get an immediate listing of stores with map locations, phone numbers and addresses.
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Using the net search engine can also locate restaurants along with other important contact information.

Using the search engine can give easy access to grocery and restaurant organizations and associations which will have their own listings of members and associated information. Many of
these organizations have meetings and trade shows where suppliers can display and make contacts with potential buyers. Other possibilities that a maple business looking to get into the
wholesale trade might want to check out is chef associations and food brokers. There are also a
number of farm cooperatives that provide marketing services to farmers for selling wholesale.
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Marketing Research through site visits.
•Visit potential locations and take notes.
•Whose products are on the shelf there now and what are the current prices?
•Find others who will do this research for you.
•Are current suppliers local, in state, in US or out of the US.
•What kinds of containers are used?
•Can you compete with those prices?

Marketing Research through company direct inquiries.
•Find the market conditions and requirements for markets that look the most promising.
–Do suppliers have to be company certified or inspected, provide proof of certification
or licenses?
–Can you deliver direct or does everything go through the central warehouse?
–Are there bar code requirements, volume requirements, tracking code requirements,
use by dates required, boxing requirements, pallet requirements?

Marketing Research for your supply side.
•What will specified containers cost me?
•How many units can I process, fill, box, load and deliver in a given time?
•Is there machinery that can make me more efficient and profitable?
•What are my delivery options? Own truck, common carrier, food-link, cooperative agreement.
•Any volume of movement estimates on the part of potential supplier?

Marketing Research Data
•Can better help you determine weaknesses and strengths, opportunities and threats
•Some level of research is needed to answer most any question or option you consider.
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Many maple producers start out retailing their products or using a combination of selling retail
and selling bulk in the barrel. When making the switch to selling wholesale in retail containers
there is usually a change in what is most important in the focus of the business in order to be
successful. Below is a listing of just how different the list of priorities may be when wholesale
sales is the focus vs. when retail sales is the focus.

Wholesale vs. Retail Focus
Wholesale
1. Efficiency and cost control
2. Meeting purchaser and
legal requirements
3. Communication with the
purchaser
4. Timeliness of orders
5. Delivery efficiency
6. Product and label
attractiveness

Retail
1. Connecting with the retail
consumer
2. Variety and display
attractiveness
3. Friendly welcoming
presentation
4. Setting price
5. Meeting quality
expectations
6. Meeting legal requirements

Becoming the wholesale supplier of choice.
What does it take to become the supplier of choice or preferred supplier in the eyes of the
wholesale purchaser?
•Consistent secure supply and quality
•Deliveries arrive on time in excellent condition
•Cost competitive
•Effective communication
•Fast effective resolution of adjustments and complaints
•Farm identification and look of success in packaging, delivery vehicle, delivery person
•Attractive, legal labeling
•Everything delivered in line with company standards
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Wholesale Marketing Crimes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dirty clothing or hat
Dirty, ugly delivery vehicle
Ignore calls or poor communication
Don’t show up when expected
Billing and delivery don’t match
Un-professional billing
Improper or illegal labels
Saying no when they have a supply need

When Marketing Research has provided information needed for reasonable decision making,
return to the SWOT analysis sheet and the primary question that needs to be answered:
“Should I wholesale Maple syrup and value added products”. With the information available
at this point does it appear that wholesale marketing will be livable for you, your family and
your staff. Does it look like there may be the potential for being profitable? This may be a
good time to make a clear decision that this is not the direction for the business to go and
say “no”. It is important to note that at this point no in-depth financial feasibility has been
conducted. Financial analysis is accomplished in several small steps as the plan development
proceeds so saying “no” may come following more complete analysis. On the other hand if
the evaluation to this point looks livable and offers a profit potential then say yes and move
to the next level of plan development.
The next step in developing the Maple Marketing Plan
Brainstorming the wholesale marketing options may have been accomplished as part of marketing research but that list needs to become primary next. List all of the ways wholesale
marketing could be approached by the maple business. List both the obvious and ideas that
may at first seem extreme. Next put the list in order of priority, listing first the ideas that
without much further analysis seem like they could work for the business. An example of
such a list is next:
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Brainstorm listing of wholesale marketing opportunities.

1.Small grocery and specialty stores
2.Brokers
3.Restaurants
4.Farm Stands
5.Large grocery and specialty stores and chains
6.Other maple producers
7.Schools, nursing homes, caterers, gas stations
How the list is ordered will depend on many aspects of your business, such as business size,

location, equipment, delivery options and so on.

SWOT or Marketing Action Options
Now go back to the SWOT analysis sheet for a second round only with new more detailed
questions. If you have those basic questions answered sufficiently without going back to
SWOT move to the Marketing Action Options Sheet. This sheet assists in organizing your
thoughts on just what you would be willing to do and what you may be unwilling to do to
begin implementation of the top priority on your Brainstorm list. Why list what you think you

are unwilling to do? Evaluation and analysis often moves items from one side to the other as
some of the hard realities become more obvious.

Example: The Marketing Action
Options
Question: If I sell Maple syrup and value added
products at small grocery stores?
I will (begin or continue):
• I will sell at the small
grocery in our village
• Install a filter press
• Buy a new clean hat
• Obtain billing software
• Detail the delivery
vehicle

I will not:
• Get set up for using bar
codes
• Deliver more than 30
miles away
• Purchase more
advanced bottling
equipment
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Next pick what you think is your best “I will” action option or options” and assemble a simple financial feasibility.
The choice listed on the Marketing Action Options Sheet as the first priority is the “sell maple
syrup to the small local village grocery store”. In the example below, on the costs side, the
cost of production per quart has been determined to be $8. That kind of information only
comes with good expense and production records for the business. The store is 20 miles from
the farm, mileage is charged at 55 cents per mile. Delivery time is one hour per month and
canning labor one half hour per month at $15 per hour. Container and associated costs are
estimated at $1.50 per quart. The store pays the farm $12 per quart and charges customers
$18 for a total of 200 quarts of syrup sold per year. Net return for the year is a loss of $34.
Below is an example of such a feasibility using the Maple Marketing Action Financial Feasibility
Sheet. A blank Maple Marketing Action Financial Feasibility Sheet is available at the end of
this article.

Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility
Action: Selling the small village grocery
Costs:
Product $1600 (cost of production
$8 per quart)
Delivery - $ 264 every month($.55
per mile 20 miles each way 12
times a year, takes one hour
Labor for delivery ($15 per hr. $180
Canning labor $90 (½ hour per
month $15per hr.)
Containers, heat, filters $1.50 per
container $300

Returns:
Annual sales at the market$2400
Quarts only, at $12 each, they sell at
the store for $18 200 quarts per
year

Total return:

$2400

Total costs:

Total

-$34.00

$2434
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If the same store was able to sell 800 quarts per year the net income would increase to
$1196 per year.

Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility
Action: Selling at a small local grocery
Costs:
Product $6400 (cost of production
$8 per quart)
Delivery - $ 264 every month($.55
per mile 20 miles each way 12
times a year, takes one hour
Labor for delivery($15 per hr. $180
Canning labor $360 (2 hour per
month $15per hr.)
Containers, heat, filters $1.50 per
container $1200

Total costs:

$8404

Returns:
Annual sales at the market$9600
Quarts only, at $12 each, they sell at
the store for $18 800 quarts per
year

Total return:

$9600

Total

+$1196

On the Marketing Action Options List, the second priority is to add a filter press. In the wholesale trade having no sugar sand in the bottom of containers and very clear syrup is very important. Investing in a better filtering system so that quality standards can be better met and
to avoid potential complaints may be necessary for entering this new kind of marketing for
the business. And the investment would need to be paid for simply through having the access

to the new market. To get a good look at if the new sales have the potential to pay for the
filter press, a financial feasibility must be calculated. In this case the feasibility analysis is calculated as a break even analysis. It shows that 976 quarts of syrup would need to be sold just
to cover the purchase of the filter press. Based on this analysis this one market would not
likely encourage a purchase of the filter. However, having the filter would likely increase the
possibility of expanding into new wholesale markets.
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Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility - Break even analysis
Action: Selling at a small local grocery with new filter press
Costs:
Product $1600 (cost of production
$8 per quart)
Delivery - $ 264 every month($.55
per mile 20 miles each way 12
times a year, takes one hour
Labor for delivery ($15 per hr. $180
Fixed costs of $444/year / $12 = 37
Canning labor $90 (½ hour per
month $15per hr.)=$.45 per quart
Containers, heat, filters $1.50 per
container $300
Total $9.95 Per Quart
How many quarts do I need to sell to
break even on a new $2000 filter
press?

Returns:
Annual sales at the market
Quarts only, at $12 each, they sell at
the store for $18 200 quarts per
year
$12 per quart – cost of $9.95 per
quart = $2.05 per quart
$2000/$2.05 = 976 quarts
+37 quarts delivery cost = 1013
quarts sold to just break even or
about 6 years of current sales

It is always a good idea with financial feasibility evaluations to follow up with the question

“what happens if my projections are off” by 10% and by 20%. This evaluation is easy to calculate and can show when profit margins are very narrow.
Plans and goals are then best set based on the most favorable financial feasibility evaluations
as long as it is also determined to provide a livable situation. Livable means you can live with
the schedule and it fits the personalities of the people involved.

Selling wholesale in retail containers requires excellent records keeping!
•Selling maple syrup wholesale in retail containers can be one of the most difficult ways to
make money in maple production. Bulk price ranges between $25 and $40 per gallon of table
grade syrup. Expenses for containers, processing, handling, and delivery can easily run into
significant costs.
•It is most important to record these cost as much as possible and estimate those that are less
direct. Wholesale purchasers are good at seeking your lowest price.
•Close financial planning and management are essential
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Connecting with the wholesale market.
•A personal visit with sample product
–Many sites would want this done by appointment
•Phone calls
•Trade show
•Letter and brochure
•Invitation to your production site
•A common association – local chamber of commerce, local action group

•E-mail

Assembling the Marketing Plan.
•As you work through evaluating the options/ answering the questions you continually update
the “I will” and “I will not” lists on your Marketing Actions Options Sheet listing the “I will” list in
order of priority.
•Now start with #1, on a new sheet write Priority #1 and state that priority and write a few lines
describing how that priority will be carried out and present the financial evaluation that you
conducted.
•If that priority has subcategories list and present the actions that will be taken to make them
happen along with the financial evaluations and goals for the enterprise. Assign responsibilities.

Example Marketing Plan
•Priority #1, Mighty Tree Maple will market maple products at **** grocery store starting in
May. Canning and delivery will be accomplished by George using the farm pickup truck. The current filtering and canning system will be used to service this market. This market expects delivery on the first Monday of each month and billing at the time of delivery. Payment will be made

by the end of the month.

Marketing Plan Props
•Idea, brainstorm, questions or options list
•SWOT Analysis Sheet
•Marketing Actions Options
•Financial Feasibility
•Written Marketing Plan
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Developing a Maple Marketing Plan for Bulk
Sales
All of the information provided previously for developing a marketing plan for wholesale sales
in retail containers also applies to this section on bulk marketing. Only the questions posed
change. In this section the evaluation is how bulk sales fits into the maple business. The question posed here is “should I wholesale bulk maple syrup or value added products. See the
SWOT example below:

EXAMPLE SWOT Analysis Sheet
Question: Should I wholesale bulk Maple
syrup or value added products? ___
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRENGTHS
Several maple producers near me
have developed great markets for
maple
I don’t have time for retail sales
Basic equipment in-place for start-up
Family members available for delivery
I don’t have the personality for retail
OPPORTUNITIES
A number of potential buyers of bulk
syrup
Bulk prices are ok
Several potential food processors in
the area
I can concentrate on production
efficiency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WEAKNESSES
Price my not be high enough
Distance to purchaser
Not a very efficient production
system
THREATS
Other local producers already in
these markets.
Poor production years possible
Very nervous about selling to big
buyers
Cost and retrieve ability of stainless
barrels

As the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are evaluated, answer the question!

Next, answer the question! or
Marketing Research—what is it, ???
determine
the need for additional
Answers
the
–Who
market research
–What
or determine the need for additional market research.

–When
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–Where

–Why
–How - of your operation, products or potential customers
Provides objective information for building your marketing plan

Marketing Research—where do I get it???
When seeking to enter wholesale bulk markets you can conduct significant market research by
yourself


Location and distance to packers, food processors, maple producers, restaurants, schools,
nursing homes, caterers, and brokers can be obtained from a variety of sources.



Maple association meetings and trade shows, phone book, internet, trade associations,
trade publications, regulators listings (ag and markets regulates grocery, dept. of health
regulates restaurants)

For example several of the state maple associations maintain listings of producers who have
bulk syrup available or who are looking to purchase bulk syrup. The New York State Maple
Producers Association does so through the nysmaple.com webpage as seen below:

Other states have similar systems
The search for restaurants,
trade associations, chefs,
brokers and so on can be
accomplished for bulk sales
as described earlier in this
publication using web search
engines
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Marketing Research Questions:
–What are the current prices?
–Who are the buyers?
–Where are the buyers?
–Who may be potential buyers?
–What kinds of containers are used?
–What are pick up and delivery options?

•Find the market conditions and requirements for markets that look the most promising.
–Do suppliers have to be company certified or inspected, provide proof of certification or licenses?
–Can you deliver direct or does everything go through the central warehouse?
–Are there volume requirements, tracking code requirements, barrel requirements, pallet
requirements, grading requirements?

Marketing Research on MY Supply Side
•What will specified containers or barrels cost me?
•Can I sell at that price and make a profit?
•Is there equipment that can make me more efficient and profitable?
•How does selling bulk compare labor and cost wise with selling retail or wholesale in retail
containers?

What can you buy and sell bulk now?
–Sap
–Syrup
–Granulated maple sugar
–Maple cotton mix
–Molded maple sugar candy
–Maple suckers and hard candy
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Having proper supplier orientation
Maple producer who want to be successful in the bulk markets need to develop proper supplier
orientation. The items that become the focus of a supplier oriented maple producer is as follows:
•Consistent secure supply and quality
•Deliveries arrive on time in excellent condition
•Cost competitive
•Effective communication
•Trace ability – source and date id.
•Fast effective resolution of adjustments and complaints
•Right container
•Right classification (light, med, dark)
•Right density, size or weight
•Right identification
•Right billing

Bulk buyers don’t like!
•Price shoppers
–Selling a different place each year
•Hold outs
–Selling at different time each year
•Quality careless
–Syrup that looses quality due to producer carelessness

Bulk selling crimes
•In appropriate container
•Off quality – density, classification, flavor
•Ignore calls or poor communication
•Don’t show up when expected
•Billing and delivery don’t match
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•Un-professional billing
•Improper identification
•Saying no when they have a supply need

The next step in developing the Maple Marketing Plan
Brain storming the bulk marketing options may have been accomplished as part of marketing research but that list needs to be primary next. List all of the ways bulk marketing
could be approached by the maple business. List both the obvious and ideas that may at
first seem extreme. Next put the list in order of priority, listing first the ideas that without
much further analysis seem like they could work for the business. An example of such a list
is next:
1.Local maple producer
2.Distant maple producer
3.Out of state packer
4.Food processor
5.Restaurants
6.Broker
7.Schools, nursing homes, caterers
8.Value added products

SWOT or Marketing Action Options
Now you can go back to the SWOT analysis sheet for a second round only with new more
detailed questions. If you have those basic questions answered sufficiently without going
back to the SWOT sheet move to the Marketing Action Options Sheet. This sheet assists in
organizing you thoughts on just what you would be will to do and what you may be unwilling to do to begin implementation of the top priority on your Brainstorm list. Why list what
you think you are unwilling to do? Evaluation and analysis often moves items from one side
to the other as some of the hard realities become more obvious. In this next example the
SWOT sheet will be used again then proceed to the Marketing Action Options List to continue developing the marketing plan. In this SWOT sheet example, the option of selling to another local producer will be considered.
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EXAMPLE SWOT Analysis Sheet
Question: Should I wholesale bulk maple
syrup to a neighbor producer? _____
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STRENGTHS
Several maple producers near me have
developed great markets for maple and
are looking for bulk syrup
I don’t have time for retail sales
Family members available for delivery
I don’t have the personality for retail
OPPORTUNITIES
A number of potential buyers of bulk
syrup
Bulk prices are ok
I can concentrate on production efficiency
Delivery costs are very minimal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WEAKNESSES
Price my not be high enough
Need to purchase stainless barrels
Not a very efficient production system in
place
Need equipment to handle bigger barrels
THREATS
Other local producers already in these
markets with more history.
Poor production years possible
Very nervous about selling too close to home
Cost and retrieve ability of stainless barrels
Personal trust in some of the potential buyers
Selling wholesale into our own retail area

Next answer the question yes, no or more marketing research is needed.
•Then we move on in the planning to the Marketing Option Action plan – what seems reasonable and what seems unreasonable to do to make it work
•If you answer No then you go back to the next marketing option and SWOT it.

Example: The Marketing Action
Options
Question: If I sell Maple syrup in the barrel
to a neighbor maple producer.
I will (begin or continue):
• Continue to made
make syrup
with the equipment I
have

I will not:
• Buy new stainless steel
barrels
• Deliver
• Upgrade to a filter
press
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•Next pick what you think is your best “I will” action option and assemble a simple financial
feasibility. In this example the advantage is based on the chance to use old barrels rather than
purchase new stainless barrels to make this bulk sale to a neighbor maple producer.

Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility
Action: Selling bulk syrup to a neighbor
Costs:
Product 10 40 gallon barrels with
production cost of $2.00 per
pound and syrup at 11.2 # per
gallon = $8960
Cost of using current old barrels
~$4 each = $40
Total costs:

Returns:
Because the syrup is in old barrels
it loses a grade or two and
because the buyer must pick it
up the purchase price is $2.40
per pound = $10,752

$9000

Total return:

$10,752

Total income

$1752

This example adds the option of purchasing new stainless barrels to see if this is a positive
change.

Example: The Marketing Action
Options
Question: If I sell Maple syrup in the barrel
to a neighbor maple producer.
I will (begin or continue):
• Continue to made
make syrup
with the filtering
equipment I have
• Buy new stainless steel
barrels

I will not:
• Deliver
• Upgrade to a filter
press
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Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility
Action: Selling bulk syrup to a neighbor
Costs:
Product 10 40 gallon barrels with
production cost of $2.00 per
pound and syrup at 11.2 # per
gallon = $8960
Cost of using new stainless steel
barrels with average life of 15
years purchase at $235 each =
235x10/15= $157
Total costs:

Returns:
Because the syrup is in new barrels it
maintains grade and because the
buyer must pick it up the purchase
price is $2.80 per pound = $12,544

$9117

Total return:

$12,544

$3427 (+1675)
Finance charge $59 per year
at 5%
Total income

Selling Syrup in Barrels important points.
•Can be a difficult way to make money in maple production if your production and handling system are not efficient. Bulk price ranges between $1.50 and $3.00+ per pound depending on grade, classification and location. Expenses for production and delivery can
easily run into significant costs.
•It is most important to record production and delivery costs as much as possible and estimate those that are less direct like labor and machinery costs. Bulk purchasers are good at
seeking your lowest price.
•Close financial planning and management are essential.
•This can be one of the easiest markets to locate and sell into. Unless you do something
completely inappropriate bulk syrup can be sold right now.
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Making the connection for a higher priced bulk sale
•A personal visit with sample product
–Many sites would want this done by appointment
•Website listings
•Phone calls
•Trade show
•Letter and brochure
•Invitation to your production site
•A common association – local chamber of commerce, local action group
•E-mail
•Word of mouth, particularly at maple meetings or other business gatherings
•Ads in local or maple related publications

Assembling the Marketing Plan
•As you work through evaluating the options/ answering the questions you continually update
the “I will” and “I will not” lists on your Marketing Actions Options Sheet listing the “I will” list
in order of priority
•Then start with #1, on a new sheet write Priority #1 and state that priority and write a few
lines describing how that priority will be carried out and present the financial evaluation that
you conducted.
•If that priority has subcategories list and present the actions that will be taken to make them
happen along with the financial evaluations and goals for the enterprise. Assign responsibilities.

Example Marketing Plan
•Priority #1, Mighty Tree Maple will sell bulk maple syrup in May to a major packer. Delivery
will be accomplished by George using the farm pickup truck during the Vermont open house.
New stainless steel barrels will be purchased for the 2013 season. George will take the whole
crop on this trip and come back with full payment.

Marketing Plan Props
•Idea, brainstorm, questions or options list
•SWOT Analysis Sheet
•Marketing Actions Options
•Financial Feasibility
•Written Marketing Plan
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SWOT Analysis Sheet
Question:____________________________
____________________________________
STRENGTHS
1.
2.
3.
4.
OPPORTUNITIES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WEAKNESSES
1.
2.
3.
4.
THREATS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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The Marketing Action Plan
Question: ____________________________
____________________________________
I will (begin or continue):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I will not:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Maple Marketing Action Financial
Feasibility
Action: ________________________
Costs:

Returns:

Total costs:

Total return:
Total
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Wholesale marketing and pricing of maple products.
Many maple producers seek to retail maple products to collect the higher price. Retail focuses on making high
quality products efficiently but also must devote significant time presenting the products for sale to the retail customer in a variety of venues. Once you have made the decision to be a wholesale marketer of maple products, rather than retail, the business focus changes dramatically. Now rather than spending your time seeking retail contacts the focus becomes production and marketing efficiency, costs control and meeting the very specific demands
of the wholesale purchaser. To be profitable in the wholesale trade demands better record keeping, careful evaluation of pricing and margins, very targeted communications with the purchaser and a tightly managed delivery system.

Know your Costs and Price for Profit
Price is one of the four P’s of Marketing: Price, Product, Placement, and Promotion. Price is
critically important to the profit on the farm, but the other P’s of marketing contribute substantially to the price that you can get. Profit is the 5th P that keeps you in business. There are various costs that go into deciding what price you will charge for your product.
1) Start with the input costs = Variable Costs (VC) i.e. energy, containers, cleaners, labor
If you don’t cover these you will have to shut down in a short amount of time.
2) Add in ownership costs = Fixed Costs (FC) i.e. depreciation, interest, repairs, taxes, insurance
If you cover these you will meet your breakeven cost to the business, but have nothing left for
yourself. Every item should contribute to ownership costs. If you don’t cover ownership costs,
you will have to shut down in a longer amount of time.
3) Add in a return to you = Profitable Price - this is the price you need to survive in the long
run.

Allocate Expenses by Enterprise
To track labor and equipment costs by product requires excellent records. You can keep track of
tasks and expenses such as insurance and taxes for the whole farm and allocate by square feet
used by the maple operation. Keep track of daily time spent for special efforts or expenses required by specific products such as value added products. Add all of these together to determine
costs per product. Be sure to keep track of sap yields or the amount of product that was actually
sold, as this impacts the price per unit significantly.

Calculations for Determining Price
Cost and Profit Method
Add your variable cost + your fixed costs + profit needed for the particular product = Income
Divide by number of units produced = price/unit
For example:
If it costs you $3,000 total variable costs and $2,000 total fixed costs and you want $2,000 of
profit for a specific product then your total income from that product needs to be $7,000.
Divide this by the number of units produced, and you will have the price per unit.
$7,000 / 950 units = $7.38/unit

Gross Margin Method
This method derives from the whole business sales, costs, and planned profit. This method is
usually used by retail businesses that resell products. An example of gross margin method in a
maple business might be:
Know your total expected maple sales = $10,000
Know your total fixed costs + desired profit = $3,000 – this is the gross margin needed.
Divide your gross margin by total sales: $3,000/$10,000 = 30%
Know your unit variable cost = $5.00
You divide the unit price by 1- 30% of the unit variable cost to determine the price
$5.00 / (1-30%) = $5.00 / .7 = $7.14 per unit
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Plan for Profit – Don’t Drop Prices
What if you have syrup at $3.50/50 ml according to your calculations and your neighbor has
$3.00/50 ml? Can you still make a profit by lowering your price? Sometimes it is better to sell
fewer at the higher price than sell more at the lower price. For example, if your margin on the
$3.50 is $0.50 toward profit. If you sell 300 that will give you $150 in profit. You would have
to sell 600 if you sold at $3.25 to get the same profit. For a 7% decrease in price you have to
sell twice as much product.
Do not price your farm product below the market just because the farm income is inconsequential for you. For example, you may be able to afford to sell a maple sugar leaf for $1.00, but
other local farmers who rely on farm income for their families cannot – they might need the full
price of $3.00 to cover their expenses and do not have the off-farm income you do. They could
lose sales unfairly due to your indiscretion. In the interest of cooperating fully with your local
farm community, keep your prices in line with market rates for any farm product, even if you
can afford not to.

Going Rate for Market Area
Many beginning farmers start out with a pricing strategy that reflects what everyone else is
charging. While this is a good place to begin, it is not where you want to be forever. It is important to know your costs and price for profit.

Record Keeping is Good Business
At a minimum your farm will need a record keeping system for tax and legal compliance and it
is highly recommended that you also keep yield and other farm production records that might
be useful to making decisions on the farm. For example, many growers keep weather logs so
that they can evaluate their practices and yields and then make better growing practice and crop
variety decisions for the coming year. Many tools are available as part of the Improving Profitability tutorial on the Northeast Beginning Farmer website: http://nebeginningfarmers.org/
farmers/achieving-profitability/profitability-tutorial/ .

Paper Records
Small farms and many businesses just starting out use the shoebox method of accounting. Keep
all sales receipts in one folder, expense receipts in another, maintain a capital asset depreciation
log, and you may have additional folders for farm yield or other data important to the year. The
advantage of this system is that it is simple and easy to do. The disadvantage is that the data is
not well organized so when you need farm information you often have to sort through piles of
paper and do all computations by hand.

Cornell Farm Account Book
Cornell and many accounting services have pre-formatted account books with categories common to agriculture and additional areas for yield and capital asset data. These are typically of
nominal cost ($10-$20).
The advantage of the farm account book is that it is easy to understand and the information is
well laid out in case you need to access it later. The disadvantage is that the information may
not be laid out how you as a manager would like it, and it is still a hand-entry accounting system so entering farm information may take several hours per week. To order the Cornell Farm
Account Book ($20) or the Cornell Classic Farm Account Book ($15) from CUP Services, a
division of Cornell University Press, write P.O. Box 6525 Ithaca NY 14850, call 800-666-2211,
or e-mail orderbook@cupserv.org.
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Excel Spreadsheets
If you can use a basic spreadsheet in Excel or a similar program, this is a good compromise between paper systems and more sophisticated recordkeeping programs. Many new farmers start
out with a simple spreadsheet like this one from Cornell (.XLS), which is intended for high tunnel crop producers but can be adapted for any operation. If you don’t need to generate invoices
and have a relatively simple, small operation, a spreadsheet like this may serve your needs well
for many years.

Quick Books
The most common software program for financial management is Quick Books; however, there
are more expensive industry-specific programs specifically designed for dairy farms or wineries, for example. (Try searching online for “winery financial management software.”) If you are
intimidated by QuickBooks, try their SimpleStart program from Intuit (search for this online).
It’s free and is a good way to ease into using QuickBooks. If you are ready to upgrade at any
point, you’ll be able to transfer your records seamlessly into the full QuickBooks program.
Check out your local credit unions, banks, and Cooperative Extension to find out if they offer
any QuickBooks trainings.

Farm Records Service
Some farmers choose to mail all invoices to an accounting service where the accountant will
enter the information into a computer records system, provide you with detailed monthly business statements, and perform all tax functions.
The advantage of this system is that it provides a person who does not have the time, understanding of accounting, or computer skills the highest level of records information. The disadvantage is that this system has the highest cost and the monthly business statements take a few
weeks to process and get back whereas the person utilizing an on-farm computer records system
will have those statements in real time.
This fact sheet is part of the Guide to Farming in NY by Monika Roth et al, published by the
Cornell Small Farms Program and Cornell Cooperative Extension. Fact sheets are updated
once annually, so information may have changed since last revision. If you are reading a printed version of a fact sheet, compare revision date with online fact sheet publish dates to make
sure you have the latest version.
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Maple Enterprise Business Summary
Chart of Accounts
Number of taps ____________

Gallons of syrup produced ____________

Syrup purchased for resale or processing _____ gallons, or _______ pounds
Revenue

Value

Retail syrup sales

____________

Wholesale syrup sales

____________

Bulk syrup sales

____________

Bulk sap sales

____________

Retail confections sales

____________

Wholesale confections sales

____________

Other maple products

____________

Other income(maple related only)

____________

Maple equipment sold

____________

________________________

____________

Expenses (reminder - maple related only - not other enterprise, business or personal)
Fuel – gasoline & oil

____________

Fuel – evaporate & finish

____________

Utilities – electric

____________

Utilities – gas & other

____________

Fuel pre-purchased for use in 2008

____________

Maintenance

____________

Repairs

____________

Supplies

____________

Purchased sap

____________

Purchased syrup

____________

Purchased pre-made confections

____________

Other products purchased for resale

____________

Insurance

____________
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Interest

____________

Taxes

____________

Rent & leases

____________

Bank charges

____________

Tap or woods rental

____________

Advertising

____________

Special containers

____________

Booth rental

____________

Other marketing

____________

Wages

____________

Payroll taxes

____________

Contract labor

____________

Charitable contributions

____________

Delivery expenses

____________

Dues and subscriptions

____________

Office expenses

____________

Permits and licenses

____________

Postage

____________

Telephone

____________

Travel

____________

Vehicle expenses

____________

Other

____________

Value of operator’s unpaid labor (estimated) ____________
Value of operator's other family members unpaid labor _______________
Value of non-family members unpaid labor ______________
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Barcodes may be a necessary component of selling wholesale.

Stephen Childs, NYS Maple Specialist, Cornell University

When attempting to sell maple syrup products into the wholesale market it may be an advantage or more often a necessity to have your products barcoded. Fortunately obtaining barcodes has become easier and less expensive with the expansion of the internet. Barcodes on
food packaging were generated and licensed by the Uniform Code Council starting back in the

1970’s. This is an association of manufacturers and retailers who assigned and granted licenses to food manufacturers and other producers to use a specific bar code. In 2005 the Uniform
Code Council became the official GS1 member organization for the United States of America
under the new name of GS1 US. All official UPC codes in the United States are registered and managed
by GS1. Barcodes can be purchased directly from GS1 US but a number of other companies had

purchased large numbers of barcodes from the Uniform Code Council and now make them
available to marketers seeking barcodes for their products. This created a number of places to
purchase access to barcodes. Each of these organizations and businesses have their own appli-

cation procedure, pricing structure, membership, annual charges and methods of providing
the codes and labels. So a little shopping around for a barcode supplier may be to your advantage. There are instances when it is necessary for a business to purchase bar codes directly
from GS1. Some large retailers such as Walmart, Macy’s, Kroger Family Grocery Stores, Fred
Meyer, Bloomingdale’s, Sam’s Club and others do not accept products that utilize bar code
numbers that have been resold. To ensure that your retailer of choice will accept your purchased bar codes, check their bar code requirements before making your purchase.
Using a bar code makes your product significantly more attractive to large and medium-size
retailers, because most retailers have integrated bar code scanning technology into their payment, inventory and supply-chain management systems. You can also use barcodes to manage your sale ready inventory. The barcode can be incorporated into the labeling itself or
affixed later as a sticker. It's not enough to just have a license to a bar code. You must also
ensure the bar code is printed on your packaging and labeling materials in the proper size.
You will need one code per item that would vary in color, size, container or price. The price
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of an item is not included in the barcode. When the barcode is scanned it will look up the
price on the retailer’s database. The database contains the price and product information that
you originally submitted to them.
If you want to sell some non-food items into the retail trade it will be necessary to understand
the broader bar code world. "UPC" stands for Universal Product Code. Retail products in the
North American market feature a single standard UPC barcode. The exceptions to this rule are:
books, magazines, greeting cards, and prescription drugs. Retail products sold outside of North
America feature an EAN barcode. Providing the barcode image to your graphic designer and
including it in the design of your packaging prior to manufacturing represents the easiest and
most economical way of getting your barcode on your product. If your product packaging has
already been printed, you will need barcode labels. Some wholesale purchasers may also require a Shipping Container Code (SCC-14). A common method by which a retailer scans your
product shipments into inventory is the SCC-14 or Shipping Container Code. These are generally available from the same source as your other barcodes.
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FDA

Food Product Dating

"Sell by Feb 14" is a type of information you might find on a meat or poultry product. Are
dates required on food products? Does it mean the product will be unsafe to use after that date?
Here is some background information which answers these and other questions about product
dating.
What is dating?
Is dating required by federal law?
What types of food are dated?
Types of Dates
Safety After Date Expires
Dating Infant Formula
What do can codes mean?
Dates on Egg Cartons

UPC or Bar Codes Storage Times
Refrigerator Home Storage, Fresh or Uncooked Products
Refrigerator Home Storage, Processed Products Sealed at Plant
What is dating?
"Open Dating" (use of a calendar date as opposed to a code) on a food product is a date
stamped on a product's package to help the store determine how long to display the product for
sale. It can also help the purchaser to know the time limit to purchase or use the product at its
best quality. It is not a safety date. After the date passes, while it may not be of best quality,
refrigerated products should still be safe if handled properly and kept at 40 °F (4.4 ºC) or below
for the recommended storage times listed on the chart (see below). If product has a "use-by"
date, follow that date. If product has a "sell-by" date or no date, cook or freeze the product by
the times on the chart below.
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Is dating required by federal law?
Except for infant formula (see below), product dating is not generally required by Federal regulations. However, if a calendar date is used, it must express both the month and day of the
month (and the year, in the case of shelf-stable and frozen products). If a calendar date is
shown, immediately adjacent to the date must be a phrase explaining the meaning of that date
such as "sell-by" or "use before."
There is no uniform or universally accepted system used for food dating in the United States.
Although dating of some foods is required by more than 20 states, there are areas of the country
where much of the food supply has some type of open date and other areas where almost no
food is dated.

What types of food are dated?
Open dating is found primarily on perishable foods such as meat, poultry, eggs and dairy products. "Closed" or "coded" dating might appear on shelf-stable products such as cans and boxes
of food.
Types of Dates





A "Sell-By" date tells the stor e how long to display the pr oduct for sale. You should
buy the product before the date expires.
A "Best if Used By (or Before)" date is recommended for best flavor or quality. It is not a
purchase or safety date.
A "Use-By" date is the last date r ecommended for the use of the pr oduct while at peak
quality. The date has been determined by the manufacturer of the product.
"Closed or coded dates" ar e packing number s for use by the manufactur er .

Safety After Date Expires
Except for "use-by" dates, product dates don't always pertain to home storage and use after
purchase. "Use-by" dates usually refer to best quality and are not safety dates. Even if the
date expires during home storage, a product should be safe, wholesome and of good quality
if handled properly. See the accompanying refrigerator charts for storage times of dated
products. If product has a "use-by" date, follow that date. If product has a "sell-by" date or
no date, cook or freeze the product according to the times on the chart below.

Foods can develop an off odor, flavor or appearance due to spoilage bacteria. If a food has developed such characteristics, you should not use it for quality reasons.
If foods are mishandled, however, foodborne bacteria can grow and, if pathogens are present,
cause foodborne illness — before or after the date on the package. For example, if hot dogs
are taken to a picnic and left out several hours, they will not be safe if used thereafter, even
if the date hasn't expired.
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Use of either a "Sell-By" or "Expiration" (EXP) date is not federally required, but may be State
required, as defined by the egg laws in the State where the eggs are marketed. Some State
egg laws do not allow the use of a "sell-by" date.
Many eggs reach stores only a few days after the hen lays them. Egg cartons with the USDA
grade shield on them must display the "pack date" (the day that the eggs were washed, graded, and placed in the carton). The number is a three-digit code that represents the consecutive day of the year starting with January 1 as 001 and ending with December 31 as 365.
When a "sell-by" date appears on a carton bearing the USDA grade shield, the code date
may not exceed 45 days from the date of pack.
Always purchase eggs before the "Sell-By" or "EXP" date on the carton. After the eggs reach
home, refrigerate the eggs in their original carton and place them in the coldest part of the
refrigerator, not in the door. For best quality, use eggs within 3 to 5 weeks of the date you
purchase them. The "sell-by" date will usually expire during that length of time, but the
eggs are perfectly safe to use.
UPC or Bar Codes
Universal Product Codes appear on packages as black lines of varying widths above a series
of numbers. They are not required by regulation but manufacturers print them on most product labels because scanners at supermarkets can "read" them quickly to record the price at
checkout.
Bar codes are used by stores and manufacturers for inventory purposes and marketing information. When read by a computer, they can reveal such specific information as the manufacturer's name, product name, size of product and price. The numbers are not used to identify recalled products.
Storage Times
Since product dates aren't a guide for safe use of a product, how long can the consumer
store the food and still use it at top quality? Follow these tips:






Purchase the product before the date expires.
If perishable, take the food home immediately after purchase and refrigerate it promptly.
Freeze it if you can't use it within times recommended on chart.
Once a perishable product is frozen, it doesn't matter if the date expires because foods kept
frozen continuously are safe indefinitely.
Follow handling recommendations on product.
Consult the following storage chart.

Refrigerator Home Storage (at 40 °F [4.4 ºC] or below) of Fresh or Uncooked Products



If product has a "use-by" date, follow that date.
If product has a "sell-by" date or no date, cook or freeze the product by the times on the following chart.
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Small Business Nutrition Labeling Exemption
The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act requires packaged foods and dietary supplements to
bear nutrition labeling unless they qualify for an exemption (A complete description of the requirements1). One exemption, for low-volume products, applies if the person claiming the exemption employs fewer than an average of 100 full-time equivalent employees and fewer than
100,000 units of that product are sold in the United States in a 12-month period. To qualify for
this exemption the person must file a notice annually with FDA. Note that low volume products
that bear nutrition claims do not qualify for an exemption of this type.
Another type of exemption applies to retailers with annual gross sales of not more than
$500,000, or with annual gross sales of foods or dietary supplements to consumers of not more
than $50,000. For these exemptions, a notice does not need to be filed with the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA).
On May 7, 2007, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) launched a new web-based submission process for small businesses to file an annual notice of exemption from the nutrition labeling requirements. The new process will make it easier for businesses to update their information. In addition, firms eligible for the exemption will receive an electronic reminder when it
is time to resubmit their nutrition labeling small business exemption notice.
Online Submissions
Firms that wish to submit an exemption notice using the Internet can go to the Web based Submission2

Paper Submissions
FDA will still continue to accept notices filed by mail, or fax of the Small Business Nutrition
Labeling Exemption Notice Model Form3.

Additional Resources

Firms That Have Filed for a Small Business Nutrition Labeling Exemption4
Small Business Nutrition Labeling Exemption Guidance5

The maple producer who is wholesaling in retail containers to
a larger business, it is the size of the business that is retailing
the products that must be eligible for the exemption not the
wholesaler.
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MAPLE SYRUP - SINGLE SERVE - Standard

Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 4 TBSP (60 mL)
Servings Per Container 1
Amount Per Serving
Calories 210

Total Fat 0g
Saturated Fat 0g
Trans Fat 0g
Polyunsaturated Fat 0g
Monounsaturated Fat 0g
Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 5mg
Total Carbohydrate 54g
Dietary Fiber 0g
Sugars 48g
Other Carbohydrate 0g
Protein 0g

Calories from Fat 0
% Daily Value*
0%
0%

0%
0%
18%
0%

Vitamin A 0%
●
Vitamin C 0%
Calcium 6%
●
Iron 6%
*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Your daily values may be higher or lower
depending on your calorie needs:
Calories:
2,000
2,500
Total Fat
Less than
65g
80g
Sat Fat
Less than
20g
25g
Cholesterol
Less than
300mg
300mg
Sodium
Less than
2,400mg 2,400mg
Potassium
Less than
3,500mg 3,500mg
Total Carbohydrate
300g
375g
Dietary Fiber
25g
30g
Protein
50g
65g
Calories per gram:
Fat 9 ● Carbohydrate 4 ● Protein 4
*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.

Important Notice
The information provided in this program or in the printed materials are for guideline and reference purposes only,
Such information is not intended to comply with FDA/USDA or other regulations governing food safety labels. The
product manufacturer is responsilb for insuring the accuracy or the final data and for using the correct label format.
This is not a substitute for chemical analysis but is intended to provide estimates based upon differnent component mixtures.
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MAPLE SUGAR - SINGLE SERVE - Standard
Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 2 tps (4 g)
Servings Per Container 1
Amount Per Serving
Calories 15

Total Fat 0g
Saturated Fat 0g
Trans Fat 0g
Polyunsaturated Fat 0g
Monounsaturated Fat 0g
Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 0mg
Total Carbohydrate 4g
Dietary Fiber 0g
Sugars 3g
Other Carbohydrate 0g
Protein 0g

Calories from Fat 0
% Daily Value*
0%
0%

0%
0%
1%
0%

Vitamin A 0%
●
Vitamin C 0%
Calcium 0%
●
Iron 0%
*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Your daily values may be higher or lower
depending on your calorie needs:
Calories:
2,000 2,500
Total Fat
Less than
65g
80g
Sat Fat
Less than
20g
25g
Cholesterol
Less than
300mg 300mg
Sodium
Less than
2,400mg2,400mg
Potassium
Less than
3,500mg3,500mg
Total Carbohydrate
300g
375g
Dietary Fiber
25g
30g
Protein
50g
65g
Calories per gram:
Fat 9 ● Carbohydrate 4 ● Protein 4
*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet.

Important Notice
The information provided in this program or in the printed materials are for guideline and reference purposes only,
Such information is not intended to comply with FDA/USDA or other regulations governing food safety labels. The
product manufacturer is responsilb for insuring the accuracy or the final data and for using the correct label format.
This is not a substitute for chemical analysis but is intended to provide estimates based upon differnent component

mixture.
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MAPLE CREAM - SINGLE SERVE - Standard

Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 2 tbsp (30mL)
Servings Per Container 1
Amount Per Serving
Calories 90

Calories from Fat 0
% Daily Value*
0%
0%

Total Fat 0g
Saturated Fat 0g
Trans Fat 0g
Polyunsaturated Fat 0g
Monounsaturated Fat 0g
Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 0mg
Total Carbohydrate 24g
Dietary Fiber 0g
Sugar 21g
Other Carbohydrate 0g
Protein 0g
Vitamin A 0%
Calcium 2%

0%
0%
8%
0%

●
●

Vitamin C 0%
Iron 2%

*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie
diet. Your daily values may be higher or lower
depending on your calorie needs:
Calories:

2,000

2,500

Total Fat

Less than

65g

80g

Sat Fat

Less than

20g

25g

Cholesterol

Less than

300mg

300mg

Sodium

Less than

2,400mg

2,400mg

Potassium

Less than

3,500mg

3,500mg

300g

375g

25g

30g

50g

65g

Total Carbohydrate
Dietary Fiber
Protein
Calories per gram:
Fat 9 ● Carbohydrate 4 ● Protein 4

*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.

Important Notice
The information provided in this program or in the printed materials are for guideline and
reference purposes only. Such information is not intended to comply with FDA/USDA or
other regulations governing food safety labels. The product manufacturer is responsilbe
for using the correct label format. This is not a substitute for chemical analysis but
is intended to provide estimates based upon differnent component mixtures.
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Article 20-C as it Relates to Maple Syrup Producers in New York State
1. Manufacturers of maple syrup and maple products are exempt from Article 20-C
licensing and inspection as long as all products are manufactured from a single
ingredient and they are bottling their own syrup.
2. Manufacturers exempt from licensing must meet the conditions outlined in
Circular 938 - Rules and Regulations Relating to Food Processing
Establishments/ Section 276.4 Exemptions; and are required to meet any and all
pertinent regulations outlined in Circular 911 - Article 17 : Adulteration, Packing,
and Branding of Food and Food Products.

3. Any processor adding flavors, preservatives, or any other ingredients to their
product, or bottling syrup purchased from another manufacturer; are subject to
licensing and inspection under Article 20-C. An exemption from Article 20-C
licensing (Home Processing Exemption) may be available to operators conducting
limited processing in a home kitchen using ordinary kitchen equipment, pending
product formulation review.
4. Requirements for obtaining an Article 20-C license include but are not limited to:
demonstration of a potable water supply (quarterly water potability testing, annual
nitrate testing, and a one time nitrite test), availability of hot and cold running
water, an available hand wash sink located in a convenient location to all food
workers, 2-3 bay sink for washing equipment, and a building of sound
construction with easily cleanable walls, floors, and ceilings.
5. Regulations relating to establishments licensed under Article 20-C can be found
in Circular 933 - Human Foods: Current Good Manufacturing Practices, and/or
Circular 962 - Rules and Regulations Relating to Retail Food Stores.
Circulars listed above are available on the Department's web site at:
http://www.agmkt.state.ny.us/FS/general/industryinfo.html
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See the Wholesale Maple
Marketing CD
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Department of Health
Information for a Healthy New York
Home
Help
Contact
Translate
A-Z En español
A-Z Index
You are Here: Home Page> Health & Safety in the Home, Workplace and Outdoors> Part 14,
Subpart 14-1 Food Service Establishments

Part 14, Subpart 14-1 Food Service Establishments
Notice
The information contained on this website is not the official version of the Compilation of the
Rules and Regulations of the State of New York (NYCRR). No representation is made as to its
accuracy. To ensure accuracy and for evidentiary purposes, reference should be made to the Official Compilation of the Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, available from West
Publishing at 1-800-344-5009.
Includes Amendments Effective January 8, 1997

Sections

Information helpful to maple
operations selling to restaurants See the Wholesale Maple Marketing CD
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